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1. What is Photoshop and
Photoshop Elements? Photoshop
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is a photo retouching and graphic
design application. Photoshop
Elements is an alternative to
Photoshop for designers and

hobbyists who want to work with
digital photos. Both versions let
you do pretty much everything

you can do with a fully-featured
photo editor. What you can do
with Photoshop and Photoshop

Elements? Use crop tools to
adjust images; apply filters;
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draw, paint and sculpt using
brushes; add 3D elements; add

and delete layers; apply an
image's effects; add different

effects to layers; make selections;
create custom shapes and

brushes; give images a watercolor
effect; and many other things.

They both have the same features
and work the same, even though

Photoshop is considered a
professional photo editing
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program and Photoshop
Elements is aimed for hobbyists

and photographers who don't
need the more intricate features
of the professional version. Is

Photoshop cheaper than
Photoshop Elements? Yes,
Photoshop is cheaper than
Photoshop Elements. Like

Photoshop, Photoshop Elements
is also free, as it is in the Adobe

Creative Cloud which costs
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$9.99/month. However,
Photoshop Elements have limited
features, therefore you may not
be able to do many things that

professional Photoshop users do,
such as use 32-bit brushes and

edit RAW images. Why should I
use Photoshop Elements? It is

easier to use Photoshop Elements
because most of the commands

can be found in the menus rather
than be searched for in the tool
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bars. In addition, Photoshop
Elements provides a much

simpler interface with fewer tool
bars and menus. 2. What are the
differences between Photoshop

and Photoshop Elements?
Photoshop Photoshop Elements

Works with images only: No Yes
More features: Yes No Less

features: Yes No Free: Yes No
Android application: Yes No iOS

application: Yes No Supported
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on Windows: Yes Yes Price:
$300 $50-$200 Supported and

compatible formats: JPEG, TIFF,
PSD, EPS, PDF and GIF

Supported formats: JPEG, TIFF,
PSD, EPS, PDF and GIF

Supported output formats: All
All Windows application: Yes
Yes Mac application: No No

Documentation: Yes No
Developer Community: Yes No

05a79cecff
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Q: Tensorboard won't display
input data I have Tensorboard set
up with a simple example as
shown below. import numpy as
np import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import tensorflow as tf import
time # list of input data raw_data
= np.random.normal(loc=0,
scale=10,
size=(5,10)).astype(np.float32) #
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Variables defined by user
trainable_vars =
tf.get_collection('trainable_vars')
x = tf.placeholder(tf.float32,
name='x') # Parameters to be
learnt W = tf.Variable(tf.random
_uniform([5, 10], minval=0.0,
maxval=100.0)) b =
tf.Variable(tf.zeros([10])) #
initialise variables init_op =
tf.global_variables_initializer() #
Session for training sess =
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tf.Session() # Step-by-step
operations # Run training
sess.run(init_op) # Training data
total_steps = 10000 for step in
xrange(total_steps): # Feeding
data to the graph W_, b_ =
sess.run([W, b], {x: raw_data}) #
Display training information if
step % 50 == 0: print step,
W_.shape, W_, b_ # Finally,
close the session and wait until
Tensorboard shows up
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sess.close() tensorboard_callback
(create_if_not_exists=True)
Now, I can run this successfully
in the future (by typing gcloud in
bash) and I can see how the
parameters W and b are learnt
from my data. However, if I try
opening Tensorboard with a
different terminal (by typing
tensorboard --logdir
path/to/tensorboard/logs) it
doesn't show anything apart from
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the black screen. I have tried
googling it for 2 days now. A: In
the end I realised I didn't have
the path to my tensorboard.py at

What's New in the Top 50 Photoshop Camera Raw Presets Free Download?

into the study. CB: concept and
design; helped to draft the
manuscript. All authors read and
approved the final manuscript.
This work was supported by
grants from The Danish Cancer
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Society (THH),
Scleroseforeningens Forsøg
(TTH), The Novo Nordisk
Foundation (TTH), The Danish
Council for Strategic Research
(TTH), and The Health Research
Fund of the Central Denmark
Region (TTH). The dataset
analyzed during the current study
are available from the
corresponding author on
reasonable request. All
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participants gave their written
informed consent before
participation. Ethical approval of
the study was obtained from the
Danish Data Protection Agency
(journal number: 2011-41-2211)
and the Danish Health and
Medicines Authority (journal
number: 3-3013-1687/1). Not
applicable. The authors declare
that they have no competing
interests.
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Hydroxyapatite/mesoporous
silica/amorphous polypropylene
composite as a controlled
delivery substrate for controlled
release of alendronic acid: a
combined experimental and
computational study. Combined
experimental and computational
studies have been performed to
investigate the potential of
hydroxyapatite/mesoporous
silica/amorphous polypropylene
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(HAp/mSiO2/aPP) as a
controlled delivery substrate for
controlled release of alendronic
acid (Aln). The release properties
of the nanocomposite and an
alternative host material,
mesoporous silica, were
evaluated in vitro. In vitro
experiments showed that Aln was
mainly released in alimentary
fluid. There was no significant
differences of release rates of
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Aln among the nanocomposite,
mesoporous silica, and
conventional microspheres. X-
ray diffraction and N2
adsorption were performed on
HAp and mSiO2, and the
existence of mesopores and the
adsorption properties of
alendronic acid were confirmed.
The adsorption mechanism of
Aln was also analyzed by density
functional theory (DFT) and
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Monte Carlo simulation methods.
Thermogravimetric analysis and
Fourier transform infrared
spectra confirmed that there was
a chemical interaction between
mSiO2 and the host molecule,
Aln. Results of this study
indicate that the biodegradation
property of aPP may be
maintained by the introduction of
mSiO2. It is expected that
HAp/mSiO2/aPP, as a novel
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biodegradable polymer
composite, can
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System Requirements:

Fences Unlimited is a VR game
for HTC Vive and Oculus. Please
note the recommended
specification for the VR games is
HTC Vive Thanks Zack Hi
everyone! I'm excited to
announce the release of Fences
Unlimited on Steam and Oculus
Home. This is my first full VR
game. It has been an amazing
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learning experience for myself.
The game is currently available
in Early Access on Steam and
Oculus Home. This means there
are many bugs, it's not optimized
and some features are
incomplete. When you play the
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